
DATSBOTAI 
WHITEPAPER

Digitalization, tokenomics, fund management etc, over the 
last decade the world have experienced a significant 
amount of development hence shooting the world into 
extreme modernization
What does the world have now. DatsBotAI, a tech startup 
company legally licensed[No: 1184704, verify here] in UAE 
focusing on building a blockchain ecosystem around a proven
arbitrage AI Bot as our major utility case through our cutting 
edge innovative technique towards artificial intelligence and 
the arbitrage system, and of course introducing a safe zone 
for crypto enthusiasts. Now the possibility of earning from 
the comfort of one’s home is now ever possible.

Thrilled? Yes something big is coming!!

- INTRODUCTION
-TOKENOMICS & FUND ALLOCATION
-UTILITY
-HIGH PERFORMANCE BLOCKCHAIN

https://ner.economy.ae/Search_By_BL_No.aspx


-VESTING & LCP



01 INTRODUCTION
A trading platform

3.8%, make that figure 
your favorite!.. Ever 
thought about having to
earn between 1.6% - 
3.8% daily ROI for so 
long that it turns to a 
retirement paycheck?

Establishing  an  AI  system that  returns  a  guaranteed
1.6%  -  3.8%  daily  of  whatever invested  in  it  to  it’s
investors for as long as they want, including an easy
payout in USDT.

OUR NATIVE TOKEN will be launched and it’s LP funded, this 
token will serve as the universally accepted crypto tender on 
our platform.
Investors can initially earn this token based on an 
LCP(Liquidity Chest Program. 7.1 of company’s project documentation) and 
also have the ability to either swap this tokens to USDT as 
soon as possible or stake the token to mine more of itself 
for the investor.

Over time DatsBotAI plans on fully launching its own blockchain 



which will give full integration into web3 allowing developers to 
build amazing utility on it hence creating more established and 
stronger community.



02 TOKENOMICS
Distribution

Community members and investors will be able to put their 
earned token back into the platform for a juicy bonus rewards and 
can withdraw/swap to USDT anytime of their choice but also long 
holding investors/members get rewarded more.
40% allocated to the community will have just 30% in actual 
circulation(LCP) and the remaining 10% will be gradually released 
over time.





FUND ALLOCATION

Below is the breakdown of how the funds generated will be used. 
The income collected will cover the following departments: 
Develoment, Marketing and promotion, Legal, Operationals and 
Partners



03 UTILITY
Invest to earn ,Trading bot and
Stake to earn

INVEST TO EARN:

Da t sBo tA I  is a major utility for both investors, community and
the token, there’d be availability of different bot models 
where users can choose to maximize his or her returns 
while trusting fully that the priority of the company will 
remain the investor and keeping its native token healthy.

TRADING BOT: Yes, there will be availability of a trading bot, 
the bot is coded with a perfect strategy targeted at 
maximizing investor’s capital. An investor can choose to invest
and earn from the bot  while also hav ing  the  ab i l i t y  t o  
connect  t o  the bot APIs to maximize overall profits as a VIP 
user(gaining VIP access can only be done by using our native 
token), subscription and maintenance can all be done using the
native company’s token

STAKE TO EARN: Staking never getting better until you try it 
out. Investors will be happy to know that yes staking of the 
token brings in bonuses. When the token is staked it earns the
investor "E" Energy, when an investor stakes the Firm's token 
he owns, it trigger more rewards such as "bonuses on funds 
saved by investors, less fees on daily transaction on the 



platform"



04 HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain an implementation of a daily tolerant replicated state
machine. we will create a layer 1 blockchain and smart contract
platform that will make digital asset transactions to be perfectly
smooth, private, fast and very accessible to everybody

Extreme decentralization with hopes to onboard developers with 
enabling ability to build a very powerful on chain assets, hence 
setting our platform to not just be strong but also innovative.

SECURITY:
Security is deemed a very vital element in every organization 
especially if it’s involving asset movement, hence just like we have 
an extremely secured platform. Our blockchain will provide high 
security to asset owners and users

While running a successful platform, growth is expected, therefore 
with goals to launch a successful chain, with the best nodes to be 
made available, building on the chain will be smooth for every 
developer team. Best designs made Available for founders to 
create Dynamic NFT communities that can easily provide real 
utility and value



FIG: Image description of how blockchain works

From a business perspective, it’s helpful to think of blockchain 
technology as a type of next-generation business process 
improvement software. Collaborative technology, such as 
blockchain, promises the ability to improve the business 
processes that occur between companies, radically lowering the 
“cost of trust.” For this reason, it may offer significantly higher 
returns for each investment dollar spent than most traditional 
internal investments.

Financial institutions just like ourself are exploring how we could
also use blockchain technology to upend everything.
The world is digitizing, each day with the thought of how to 
provide essential services to improve day to day activities fast and
more reliable.



HOW DOES THIS BLOCKCHAIN WORK?

A blockchain consists of programs called scripts that conduct the 
tasks you usually would in a database: Entering and accessing 
information and saving and storing it somewhere. blockchain is 
distributed, which means multiple copies are saved on many 
machines, and they must all match for it to be valid.

Transaction information are entered it into a block, like a cell in a
spreadsheet containing information. Once it is full, the information 
is run through an encryption algorithm, which creates a 
hexadecimal number called the hash.

PROCESSING TRANSACTIONS ON THE BLOCKCHAIN

Transactions follow a specific process, if you initiate a
transaction using your cryptocurrency wallet (the application
that provides an interface for the blockchain) it starts a
sequence of events.
New hash are generated simultaneously and fast until a valid
block hash is found, and asset rewards received. Once a block
is closed, a transaction is complete.

With all utility provided, the price of our native token is destined to 
be of great value and the team focus on longevity, necessary 
measures will constantly be mapped out to uphold security, 
sustainability, fast and smooth run of the blockchain once 
mainnet goes live



HOW DOES OUR BLOCKCHAIN STAND OUT?

With well advanced knowledge on blockchain technology and 
it’s operations and with our advanced development team, our 
blockchain will be equipped and maintained to:

- Manage more and more activities
- Process transactions in seconds
- Full transparency on all activities performed on each machine
- Low cost on transactions
- Top security to ensure the safety of builders on it

Our blockchain will be an open source platform with an 
absolutely high scalability
it will use a special PROOF to validate each block and organize each 
transaction on the blockchain
Multiple transaction engine can process many smart contracts 
in seconds, hence it will reduce all form of congestion on the 
chain

RUST PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE will be the foundation of the
blockchain as it is memory efficient and can easily integrate with 
other programming languages, so making our chain enable smooth
engineering of the entire blockchain

SMART CONTRACT: developers can use several programming 
languages to develop on our chain, Rust will be the native 
language YES, the protocol supports more languages

Our blockchain will be built to completely stand out and 
show stability



05 VESTING & LCP
Liquidity Chest Program

Immediately 90% of LCP goal is achieved 500 million token supply
mint will commence and 150 Million will be available for claims by 
early investors 48hours prior to when the token goes live on 
decentralized exchanges

LCP(LiquidityChestProgram)
LCP is a program where early investors will be able to lock their 
funds on the program and claim the tokens at the value of
$0.066 = 1 token. Each token will be claimed at this price with
30% of the community token allocation to be made available on
the LCP program and 10% will be distributed as rewards and 
bonuses to investors in Batches (BATCH A, BATCH B, BATCH 
C) according to our release clause of three months interval.
NB: Our LCP is hosted on Binance which its growth
will be monitored by all users on their respective 
dashboards.

Why participate in the LCP? 

- 60% of total generated revenue from the monthly 
subscription of users would be distributed amongst 
LCP participants for life.

How to benefit from the 10% Token Distribution?



- Investing on the platform and allowing it run for atleast 3 
months without withdrawals qualifies each investor to earn atleast 
4% of the total value they are currently holding as  bonus in 
DatsBotAI native token off the 10% distribution.





06 CONCLUSION
DatsBotAI aims to create a vibrant and active community of crypto enthusiasts and 
become a leading player in the blockchain space. Through the various phases of 
DatsBotAI revolution, opportunities to earn passive income thereby broadening its 
community experience in the cryptocurrency market while tackling the global financial
constraints. The tokenomics and revenue streams aim to generate significant value for
the community while being equitable and transparent.

Each early investors will be able to lock only $10,000 max on the LCP
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